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Additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as 3D printing (3DP), has ushered in a new era of advanced manufacturing that is seemingly limited only by imagination. In actuality, the fullest potentials of 3DP can only be realized through innovative breakthroughs in printing technologies and build materials. Whereas equipment for 3DP has experienced considerable development, molecular-scale programming of function, adaptivity, and responsiveness in 3DP is burgeoning. This review aims to summarize the state-of-the-art in stimuli-responsive materials that are being explored in 3DP. First, we discuss stimuli-responsive as it is used to enable 3DP. This highlights the diverse ways in which molecular structure and reactivity dictate energy transduction that in turn enables 3D processability. Second, we summarize efforts that have demonstrated the use of 3DP to create materials, devices, and systems that are in their final stage stimuli-responsive. This section encourages the artistic license of advanced manufacturing to be applied toward leveraging, or enhancing, energy transduction to impart device function across multiple length scales. The AM field is the incorporation of smart, functional, and high-performance materials, which is critical to the advancement of the field. One critical area that has seen recent growth in the AM field is that of stimuli-responsive materials. Stimuli-responsive materials change their properties upon exposure to one or more stimuli such as heat, light, pH change, mechanical input, electrical input, chemical input, or magnetic input. The potential to couple the geometric freedom of AM with complex stimuli-responsive and functional materials could create any number of potential applications and advancements not possible through other manufacturing methods in fields like sensor fabrication, soft robotics, and drug delivery. This review focuses on these advancements in terms of the intersect between stimuli-responsive materials and AM.

Our review is separated into three main sections: AM enabled by a single stimuli response, AM enabled by multi-stimuli-responsive materials, and the production of stimuli-responsive constructs by AM. The first two sections of this review discuss how the input of energy in forms such as heat, pressure, and light enable AM processes such as melt material extrusion (MME), material extrusion (ME), photojetting, and vat photopolymerization. The final section discusses how stimuli responses unleashed after the AM process further enables access to devices for applications such as wearable electronics, self-healing materials, drug delivery systems, and sensors. The first two sections of this review are organized according to input stimulus, such as light, heat, or pressure. The final section is sub-divided by the type of energy transduction displayed in the stimuli-response (e.g., conversion of mechanical input into chemical output).
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Additive Manufacturing Enabled by a Response to a Stimulus

This section focuses on AM techniques and materials that use single-stimulus-response during the AM process. These materials undergo a chemical or physical transformation to enable the fabrication of an object.

Light as a stimulus

Light-activated polymerization is the cornerstone of all photopolymer resin-based and ink-based AM technologies (Figure 1). The operative mechanism that enables light-based AM involves a photosensitive liquid pre-polymer resin or ink containing photoinitiators, such as photoacid or photoradical generators. In vat photopolymerization, when irradiated with light (in a pattern-wise manner), the photoinitiators decompose and trigger polymerization and curing within the exposed region. Sequential exposure of the resin to patterned light input, along with a mechanized build plate, enables layer-by-layer fabrication of a solid, three-dimensional object. In vat photopolymerization, the ability to print a photoresin is often dictated by key material parameters such as viscosity, bulk polymerization rate, gel point, and the absorbance/refractance of the monomers and additives. In photoprinting, droplets of photopolymerizable ink are jetted onto a surface, and then hardened and solidified with ultraviolet light. In the context of these AM methods, light is the stimulus that triggers a chemical reaction, usually via radical formation and subsequent polymerization of reactive monomers such as acrylates, methacrylates, acrylamides, and methacrylamides. Light-based AM is different from other AM processes because the polymerization occurs during the manufacturing process. In contrast, other techniques use light to create a pre-formed polymeric material that is used in the AM process. The vast scope of commercially available and synthetically accessible photopolymerizable resins and monomers, the ability to modify the composition of these monomers to tailor material properties, and the ability to print objects with sub-10 μm feature sizes makes light-based processes an attractive AM technique. 
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**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of vat photopolymerization.

One representative example that is illustrative of recent innovations in the field of vat photopolymerization is the living additive manufacturing (living AM) demonstrated by Johnson and co-workers. In this approach, a “daughter” object was created by AM from a parent hydrogel which was produced by AM. This approach involved a photoredox catalyzed growth (PRCG) to spatiotemporally insert monomers such as N-isopropylacrylamide (NiPAAm) into dynamic covalent polymer networks of the dormant “parent” materials to generate more complex and diversely functionalized “daughter” material. Photoinduced insertions of new monomers during the AM of “daughter materials” demonstrated the livingness of the AM process. A homogeneous end-linked gel bearing trithiocarbonate (TTC) initiators within the network chains was synthesized for the PRCG. The “parent” gel was then exposed to a blue LED light in a solution containing monomer, crosslinker (N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide), and photocatalyst (10-phenylphenothiazine (PTH)). Irradiation with blue light excited the PTH and initiated photoinduced single electron transfer from PTH to the TTC to afford a TTC radical anion and the PTH radical cation. This not only stabilized the TTC anion, it further enabled the living insertion of monomers and crosslinkers from solution into the network strands following the photoredox catalysis mechanism. A wide range of chemically and mechanically differentiated daughter gels was produced by using the living AM from a single type of parent gel via light-controlled modification of the parent’s average composition, strand length, and crosslinking density. Not only could this control whether the “daughter” gel was stiffer or softer than the “parent” gel, but also induce changes in stimuli responsiveness, polarity, and thermal properties while maintaining similar mechanical properties through similar crosslink densities.

One representative example of the recent innovations through photojetting technologies was developed by Qi and co-workers through multi-material printing of shape memory polymers (SMPs) to create self-folding structures.
materials that can go from a temporary programmed shape to a fixed “permanent” shape upon heating. A more detailed explanation can be found in the shape memory section within this review. By printing objects using multiple inks, Qi and co-workers were able to control the thermomechanical properties of SMP hinges within their structures and create designs that could fold controllably under uniform thermal heating environments. They were able to utilize this to make self-folding, and self-locking 2D geometries as well as a 3D box structure. The box utilized differential speeds of folding of materials printed with different ink formulations to induce programmed sequential folding to go from a flat sheet to the final 3D structure.

Heat as a stimulus

Perhaps the most widely established stimulus that enables AM is heat. Many AM techniques such as selective laser sintering (SLS), electron beam melting (EBM), laminated object manufacturing (LOM), and MME, rely on heat as the stimulus to melt or fuse the materials. Consumer-friendly printers for MME (also known as fused deposition modelling, or FDM) can be found in both academic and industrial settings. MME printers use a thermoplastic filament that becomes pliable when heated above its glass transition temperature ($T_g$) or melting temperature ($T_m$). The heated filament is extruded in a layer-by-layer fashion until the desired 3D object is formed. To date, many thermoplastic materials have been developed into MME filaments, which vary in toughness, stiffness, and elasticity. The most common MME filaments include polylactide (PLA), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymer (ABS), polycarbonate (PC), and polyurethane (PU). The extruder temperature and the print bed temperature are important considerations for MME printing. The extruder temperature is typically set well above the $T_g$ or $T_m$ of the filament to ensure that the material is fully molten as it passes through the printer nozzle. For instance, typical print temperatures for PLA ($T_m = 150-160 \, ^\circ C$) and ABS ($T_g = 105 \, ^\circ C$) are in the range of 180-220 °C and 230-250 °C, respectively. The print bed temperature is critical in cases where the printed material is prone to contraction upon rapid cooling, which can lead to warping of the printed objects. This is typically less of an issue for PLA; however, it is well known that when printing ABS filament, the print bed must be heated to temperatures approaching the $T_g$ of the filament (~105 °C) to avoid warping. Additionally, rapid cooling of the filament as it is extruded results in poor adhesion between layers and compromised mechanical properties.

An exciting innovation within MME printing is the use of thermally-reversible dynamic covalent chemistry to form covalent network assemblies throughout printed objects. To this end, Smaldone and co-workers recently utilized thermally-reversible Diels–Alder chemistry to engineer a polymer system that thermally depolymerized during the print process followed by re-polymerization during cooling to improve the fusion at the filament interface. The interlayer strength of printed objects were improved as a result. A furan-maleimide Diels–Alder network polymer was blended with commercial PLA, pelletized, and fabricated into a filament. The dynamic reaction favored the furan-maleimide adduct at low temperatures (~40–50 °C), while at elevated temperatures (~100–120 °C) the retro Diels–Alder reaction is favored. Objects printed using the PLA blended with the mending agent exhibited an increase in interlayer adhesion strength of up to 130% compared with those printed using the commercial PLA filament (print orientation normal to the axis of tension). During extrusion, thermoplastic PLA melted at ~100–120 °C with a huge drop in viscosity, while the mending agent depolymerized at that temperature. Once the extruded filament cooled down, the Diels-Alder reaction favored the re-polymerization of the mending agent. This allowed the molecular level interlayer crosslinking of the extruded filaments at their junctions. The toughness of the z-axis aligned prints increased by up to 1150% for the blended PLA compared to unmodified PLA as a result of the increased crosslinking density. Through further improvement of their reversible thermosetting filaments, Smaldone and co-workers were able to achieve printed objects that had greater than 95% interlayer adhesion. Generally, objects printed through melt material extrusion exhibit a large anisotropy in mechanical properties when comparing strength and toughness along the axes of material deposition (often x and y) versus across multiple layers of deposition (often the z axis). Because of the formation of interlayer reversible furan-maleimide Diels–Alder linkages bonds, and thereby high interlayer adhesion, the toughest materials exhibited baseline toughness of 18.59 ± 0.91 and 18.36 ± 0.57 MJ m$^{-3}$ perpendicular (x-axis) and parallel (z-axis) to the build direction, respectively. This interlayer adhesion not only led to isotropic mechanical properties but also resulted in more visually appealing MME objects because the individual layers were indistinguishable.

Pressure as a stimulus

Polymeric hydrogels are often used as inks for the fabrication of 3D patterns via direct-write printing. This type of printing is similar to MME in that a nozzle travels across a surface in a pattern-wise manner to afford multi-layered objects, but the material is extruded at ambient temperatures with the use of pressure. The hydrogel inks used for this type of printing are typically shear-thinning—the viscoelastic properties of the gel change based on the pressure exerted onto the gel. The viscosity of a shear-thinning hydrogel decreases under pressure as the material passes through the nozzle, but then the gel rapidly recovers its original modulus after exiting the nozzle, as the pressure is immediately removed, to maintain its extruded shape (Figure 2).

A combination of self-assembly, and physical crosslinking of polymer networks is responsible for the formation of shear-thinning hydrogels. The breaking of physical crosslinks under high-shear and their instantaneous recovery under shear-relaxed environments gives rise to the reversible self-healing nature of the hydrogels. Rheological measurements are useful to explore the ‘printability’ of hydrogel materials via ME. The printability of a hydrogel relates to a number of factors,
including pressure, viscosity, flow rate, shear recovery time, and the extent of reversibility in the making and breaking of crosslinks during shear thinning. The gel yield stress correlates with the force required to extrude the gel through the nozzle and provides an indication of the ability of the gel to support stacked layers. The shear-thinning ability of a hydrogel, that is, its tendency to decrease its viscosity with increasing shear strain, is also evaluated as this enables the gel to lower its viscosity to flow as a liquid as it is extruded through a small diameter nozzle. The ability to quickly recover its viscoelastic moduli under the shear-relaxed environment immediately following extrusion (i.e., its reversible self-healing behavior) is an important characteristic for hydrogels used in ME for fidelity and integrity of the objects. The reversible shear-thinning under stress and rapid recovery of the modulus under shear-relaxed conditions can be evaluated on a rheometer by conducting cyclic shear-thinning experiments. Therefore, the rheological assessment of the shear-thinning hydrogels to characterize the yield stress, shear-thinning and modulus recovery behaviours evaluates the suitability of the hydrogels as materials for ME.

Lewis and co-workers reported a shear-thinning hydrogel as an ink for ME comprising a mixture of polyacrylamide (Mw = 89 kDa), acrylamide, N,N-methylene bisacrylamide, and a photoinitiator in a mixture of glycerol and water. The ink was prepared by first aging a mixture of acrylamide monomer, glycerol, and water for several hours under ambient conditions, during which time, the monomeric species polymerized to yield a 30% water-in-oil polyacrylamide gel. The resulting hydrogel had an elastic modulus of ca. 3 kPa and exhibited shear-thinning behavior. The ink was further optimized with the addition of monomer, N,N-methylene bisacrylamide, and photoinitiator to optimize the ink composition, which was used to print 3D objects that were photopolymerized in situ to prevent deformation of the printed patterns (Figure 4h). Under ambient conditions, the reversible physical crosslinking between the polyacrylamide chains helped to retain the modulus and shape of the hydrogel. But under high shear rates (~100 s⁻¹), these interchain interactions were broken to afford a shear-thinning behavior. Hydrogel scaffolds composed of 1–4 layers of 5-µm extruded filaments with 20-µm spacing between the extruded filaments and a total area of 5 mm² were printed at 0.5 mm s⁻¹ print speed. This method of ME with in situ photo crosslinking was extended to AM using other materials that were suitable for tissue-engineering, such as crosslinkable hyaluronic acid, and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA). Mahadevan, Lewis, and co-workers further advanced the composition of the hydrogel ink by introducing nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) and clay to improve shear-thinning and swelling behaviors of the hydrogels. Synthetic Hectorite clay, Laponite XLG, enables polymerization to initiate from the surface on the clay due to the high cationic exchange capacity of the clay. The clay being a strong physical, multifunctional crosslinker afforded high stretchability and strength compared to covalently crosslinked hydrogels without clay. The composite viscoelastic ink comprised of an aqueous solution of N,N-dimethylacrylamide (or NIPAAm for reversible systems), photoinitiator, nanoclay, glucose oxidase, glucose, and NFC. Each component of the hydrogel ink served a particular purpose: 1) the clay particles were a rheological aid that afforded the viscoelastic behavior required for ME, 2) glucose oxidase and glucose minimized oxygen inhibition during the ultraviolet (UV) curing process by scavenging ambient oxygen, and 3) NFC with high aspect ratio (~100), served as stiff fillers (elastic modulus > 100 GPa). After ME, the acrylamide monomer was photopolymerized and physically crosslinked by the nanoclay particles, producing a biocompatible hydrogel matrix that swelled readily in water. During ME, the NFCs experienced shear-induced alignment as the ink flows through the deposition nozzle, which led to extruded filaments with anisotropic stiffness, and hence, swelling behavior in the longitudinal direction (along the length of the filament), as opposed to the transverse direction (Figure 4d). As a result, swelling induced change in the shape of 3D objects were observed.

### Other stimuli or factors enabling printing

Supramolecular interactions such as ionic and host-guest complexations have also been used to enable ME. For example, the ionic interaction between calcium ions and the carboxylate groups of alginate has been used as a method to crosslink 3D printed hydrogels. Gelinsky and co-workers used an alginate/methylcellulose blend (1:3 w/w) in water as an ink for ME. After extrusion, incubation of the printed scaffold in a solution of CaCl₂ for ten minutes was sufficient to obtain an ionically crosslinked Ca⁴⁺/alginate network (Figure 4c). This printing method circumvents the need for UV-curing and is a very promising AM technique for embedding living cells under milder conditions.

Another example of work that harnesses chemical stimuli to enable printing was demonstrated by Burdick and co-workers in supramolecular host-guest complexation between adamantane (Ad) and β-cyclodextrin (β-CD). This complexation was exploited to develop shear-thinning hydrogels as an ink for ME. Under high shear, the dynamic noncovalent and reversible host-guest complex disassociated, which allowed the hydrogel to shear-thin. Instantaneous reformation of the host-guest complex after extrusion, from the decrease in pressure, enables the rapid self-healing of the extruded hydrogels. The hydrogels were composed of
hyaluronic acid (HA) chemically modified with either Ad or β-CD, denoted as Ad-HA and CD-HA, respectively. Upon mixing of Ad-HA and CD-HA in a 1:1 ratio, the host-guest complexation induced crosslinking in the gels. In order to enable ME, a gel-in-gel printing method was devised. The extruded ink was comprised of a 1:1 mixture of Ad-HA and CD-HA adjusted to 5 w/v% was used, wherein 25% of the repeat units on both sets of polymers were modified. The support gel was comprised of a 4 w/v% 1:1 mixture of Ad-HA and CD-HA, where 40% of the respective repeat units were functionalized. Rheological examination revealed that there was an increase in material stability in the hydrogel (i.e., loss of bulk relaxation behavior) with the increase in the number of complexation sites. The dynamic nature of these complexes afforded hydrogel inks that could self-heal, which is an important aspect of the success of these materials. The viscoelastic properties of the hydrogel ink enabled extrusion through needles of varied diameters and maintained print fidelity after dispensation into the support matrix. When a syringe needle was inserted to inject the hydrogel ink, the support gel deformed but rapidly self-healed around the printed ink. Gels that contained an HA backbone with higher degrees of chemical modification with the guest (Ad) or host (β-CD) moieties, as much as 40% of the backbone, showed superior viscoelastic properties. Additionally, Burdick and co-workers introduced methacrylate functionalities onto HA (ca. 20% of repeat units) to enable photoinitiated secondary covalent crosslinking to afford a dual crosslinked network. This strategy has been further developed to include RGD peptide functionalization of the HA to support cell adhesion which is useful for tissue engineering applications.

While the previous example demonstrated a hydrogel ink that can be seeded with cells after printing, Heilshorn and co-workers demonstrated ME using a cell-laden ink. Alginate was modified with either ~10 proline-rich peptide domains or with a complementary recombinant engineered protein (termed C7). These two alginites were used to develop the two components of a hydrogel bioink. The first stage of crosslinking relied on the mixing of the two-components with the molecular recognition between the complementary peptide-binding domains designed into each component. This step was referred to as Mixing-Induced Two-Component Hydrogel, or MITCH. Upon mixing, the complementary domains self-assembled, forming physical crosslinks between the two components to create a weak hydrogel network. Rapid shear-thinning and self-healing behavior of hydrogel was observed after the first stage of crosslinking. The second stage involved the ionic crosslinking between calcium ions in solution and the alginate backbone with a 100-fold increase in modulus after exposure to calcium ions. An advantage of this approach is that MITCH afforded a hydrogel that not only prevented cell sedimentation, but also provided significant mechanical protection from membrane damage during extrusion. The ionic crosslinking via the formation of calcium alginate complexes is necessary to provide the printed structure with mechanical support. This dual-stage hydrogel bioink avoids the use of any covalent crosslinking, which could be advantageous for creating synthetic tissue scaffolds.

Additive Manufacturing Enabled by Multi-Stimuli-Responsive Materials

While we have, thus far, discussed the role of single-stimulus responsive inks for enabling AM, multi-stimulus-responsive materials have also been developed. Orthogonal stimuli responses can be employed to produce the printed inks or to improve the quality of the printed product. Indeed, several stimuli responses go hand-in-hand when it comes to the AM process. For instance, while a shear-thinning behaviour can be critical for ME processes, the addition of a temperature-responsive feature to the hydrogel ink can also be advantageous (Figure 2). A thermo-reversible hydrogel that exhibits a characteristic ‘sol-to-gel’ transition temperature ($T_{gel}$) can be handled in its ‘sol’ state to incorporate additives (such as nanomaterials or living cells) homogeneously or to load the printer ink cartridge; in its ‘gel’ state, the same hydrogel ink can be printed with a direct-write printer.

Two representative materials that exhibit this type of temperature-responsive behavior are F127 and gelatin-methacrylamide (GelMA) hydrogels. Both of these materials are thermoreversible gelators, albeit with reversed behaviors. Commercially available F127 is a triblock copolymer that consists of a central hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) block flanked by two hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) blocks. Concentrated aqueous solutions of F127 reversibly form liquids at low temperatures and gels at higher temperatures, whereas GelMA solutions are gels at low temperatures and liquids at higher temperatures. The thermoreversible gelation of F127-based hydrogels is primarily driven by the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the PPO block. Below 5 °C, the polymer molecules are soluble in water and exist as soluble unimers to afford a viscous solution. As the temperature is increased, the solubility of PPO in water decreases, driving the formation of micelles consisting of PPO cores surrounded by PEO coronas, resulting in the gel state. Depending upon the polymer concentration, the values for the $T_{gel}$ of F127, a widely-used and commercially available composition of Pluronic™, and GelMA fall within the range of 15-20 °C and 32-35 °C, respectively, making those useful for ME printing at room temperature.

The Lewis group has utilized the dual stimuli-responsive nature of F127 to develop a unique gel-in-gel ME printing method known as “omnidirectional printing” (ODP). The authors used F127 (23 wt%) and diacylated F127 (F127-DA; 25 wt%) hydrogels as a fugitive ink and reservoir matrix, respectively, to print 3D biomimetic microvascular networks. A 20 wt% F127-DA solution was used as filler fluid and was poured on top of the reservoir matrix. Above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of F127, the micellar network produces gels by physical crosslinking, which is accompanied by a substantial increase in the material’s shear elastic modulus (G’). The fugitive ink and reservoir matrix hydrogels
exhibited noticeable shear-thinning behavior, which allowed the ink to be extruded through the nozzle. Rapid recovery of the G' under a shear-relaxed state (i.e., immediately following extrusion) allowed the hydrogel to maintain the filament form. The G' of the reservoir gel (F127-DA) supported the deposited filaments without disruption due to viscous drag as the nozzle travelled through the gel matrix. Subsequently, the filler fluid at concentration below the CMC quickly flowed in to fill the void spaces generated locally due to the movement of the nozzle. Upon fixing the F127-DA gel reservoir by photopolymerization, the entire structure was cooled down to liquefy and remove the fugitive F127 gel ink, to reveal a microvascular network. Following up on this work, the Lewis group printed both F127 and GelMA within a single reservoir matrix using the gel-in-gel printing technique to create vascularized, heterogeneous cell-laden tissue constructs. These complex structures would not be possible in ME methods that do not utilize support systems.

Feinberg and co-workers developed a different, novel gel-in-gel printing method utilizing the thermo-reversible properties of gelatin to print soft and delicate objects that would be challenging to create using traditional approaches. The technique, which the authors termed freeform reversible embedding of suspended hydrogels (FRESH), involves the use of a thermo-reversible support bath comprised of gelatin microparticles into which a low modulus hydrogel is deposited in 3D space. The gelatin support bath acts like a Bingham plastic during the printing process, allowing for the print nozzle to move through the bath with little mechanical resistance, while simultaneously maintaining the structural integrity of the printed material and holding it in place (Figure 4g). Upon completion of the printed structure, the bath was heated to 37 °C (above the Tg of the material), which caused the gelatin bath to melt without destroying the printed object. Using this technique, the authors successfully printed several objects resembling complex biological structures based on medical CT and MRI data, including a miniaturized human femur, a coronary arterial tree, and an embryonic chicken heart, out of sodium alginate hydrogels. Other hydrated biomaterial inks that were found to be compatible with the FRESH printing process included fibrin, collagen type I, and Matrigel.

Nelson and co-workers demonstrated a method to print robust hydrogels and hydrogel composites via gel-in-gel direct-write printing of a catalytically activated polymerization to induce crosslinking. A polymerizable shear-thinning hydrogel ink of dimethacrylated F127 (F127-DMA) with tetramethylethylene diamine as catalyst was directly extruded into a shear-thinning hydrogel support bath of F127 with ammonium persulfate as initiator in a pattern-wise manner. This gel-in-gel ME enabled the fabrication of robust spanning or overhanging structures. Without the underlying support gel, structures tend to sag or collapse (Figure 4b). When the two gels came into contact, the free radicals generated by the catalyst initiated the polymerization of the hydrogel ink. The catalyst-initiated polymerization is particularly useful for printing opaque hydrogel inks which depends upon light penetration through the sample to enable the curing step. The ink gel and support bath hydrogel exhibited a temperature-responsive behavior in which the gel transitioned into its ‘sol’ state upon cooling below 16 °C. This feature allowed the facile removal of the printed structure from the support bath. Hydrogel composites with graphene oxide (GO) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), which are difficult to print with photocrosslinking print methods, were successfully printed using this process.

Utilizing the multi-stimuli-responsive F127-DMA hydrogels, Nelson and co-worked further developed living materials which they referred to as “additive manufactured catalytically active living materials (AMCALMs).” Using a Saccharomyces cerevisiae-laden 25 wt% F127-DMA hydrogel ink enabled the fabrication of 3D constructs based on a computer aided design (CAD) model. The temperature-dependent gelation behavior of the hydrogel was ideal for homogeneously incorporating yeast cells at 5 °C that then afforded a uniform distribution of cells in the gel at room temperature. The yeast-embedded AM living materials were viable and metabolically active in the fermentation of glucose into ethanol for 2 weeks in a continuous batch process without significant reduction in efficiency (~90% yield of ethanol).

Bioprinting for tissue engineering has also been demonstrated using multi-stimuli-responsive hydrogels. Zenobi-Wong and co-workers used a mixture of F127 and F127-DA as the ink for 3D bioprinting (Figure 4f). At 37 °C a 20 w/w% polymer blend (2-3% of F127-DA) in water formed a hydrogel. Rheological measurements of the hydrogel at 37 °C showed excellent shear-thinning and shear recovery properties desirable for direct-write printing. The dependence of shear rate on viscosity (~11 kPa s) was observed even at a very low shear rate (10^2 s^-1), while at very high shear rates (100 s^-1) the viscosity dropped below 3.5 Pa s, thus enabling the ink to flow through the nozzle. The gel showed quick recovery of elastic modulus under shear-relaxed conditions as well as thixotropic behavior. Elusion of F127 from the ME structures after photo crosslinking over time led to a more porous hydrogel network and it was termed as “nanostructuring”. To assess the effect of this nanostructuring on cell viability, Zenobi and coworkers printed cell-laden gels and conducted cell viability assays. Chondrocytes were used and were obtained from a bovine femur. For the viability assays and printing, passage 4 bovine chondrocytes were encapsulated in the nanostructured Pluronic hydrogels at a concentration of 2 × 10^7 cells/ml. Nanostructuring had positive influence on the viability of encapsulated bovine chondrocytes in the 3D printed hydrogels. Cell viability of encapsulated chondrocytes at day 14 had shown significant improvement from 62% for a pure acrylated Pluronic hydrogel to 86% for a nanostructured hydrogel with an initial 3% of F127DA.
Nelson and co-workers recently reported a dual-stimuli-responsive triblock copolymer, poly(isopropyl glycidyl ether)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(isopropyl glycidyl ether) (PiPrGE-b-PEG-b-PiPrGE) that afford shear responsive hydrogels for direct-write printing (Figure 3). These polymers are BAB triblock copolymers with thermo-responsive 'B' blocks and a hydrophilic 'A' block (in contrast to F127 which has an ABA architecture). The polymers displayed reversible self-assembly and micelle-forming behavior similar to F127 but exhibited superior performance to the latter with respect to its thermal and shear response. The PiPrGE-b-PEG-b-PiPrGE formed gels at considerably lower polymer concentrations than that of the F127 gels at 25 °C. The authors conducted a suite of rheological experiments to compare the viscoelastic properties of the hydrogels derived from PiPrGE-b-PEG-b-PiPrGE to that of F127, and also correlated the rheological behavior with the 3D printing performance. The equilibrium elastic moduli for the gels were on the order of 10^4 Pa and the gel yield stresses were much higher than that of F127. This indicated that the former were stronger gels that could better support their own weight during the 3D printing of stacked layer structures. A decrease in the viscosity of the gels with increasing shear rates was indicative of shear-thinning behavior. Rapid recovery of the elastic modulus was observed under shear relaxed environments, and the hydrogel could be repeatedly subjected to several consecutive cycles of high and low strain without hysteresis, thus revealing the reversible self-healing nature of the gels. A resolution of 100 μm could be achieved with ME printed structures. Notably, vertically oriented pillar structures up to 2400 μm tall could be printed with PiPrGE-b-PEG-b-PiPrGE whereas similar structures printed with F127 hydrogel collapsed. Nelson and co-workers further developed a series of triblock copolymers hydrogels that responded to temperature and pressure (shear-thinning) and were also capable of crosslinking upon its exposure to 365 nm UV light. After printing the gel using a direct-write printer, the light response facilitated the crosslinking of the polymer chains to afford robust 3D objects. The moduli of 3D objects were also tuned by varying the UV-exposure time.

Dubruel and co-workers explored the 3D printing of HepG2 cell-laden GelMA hydrogels using a direct-write printer. The authors conducted a systematic study of various parameters affecting printing, including the choice of photoinitiator, hydrogel concentration, printing temperature, and nozzle type. Based on their temperature-dependent rheological data, the authors determined that it was necessary to 1) apply a jacketed temperature control unit to the dispensing needle tip and 2) attach Peltier elements to the stainless-steel build platform in order to enable cooling. Cooling of both the dispensing needle and the build platform was necessary to ensure that the GelMA cell-laden ink remained in the gel form, which was crucial for maintaining mechanical integrity of the gels, especially for plotting multi-layered structures. The printed structure could then be crosslinked upon exposure to UV irradiation.

Shah and co-workers presented a multi-material formulation approach toward preparation of cell-compatible, printable gel-phase bioinks that took advantage of both the pressure- and light-responsive behaviors of the ink. To formulate the bioinks, natural or synthetic polymers that present amine functional groups (e.g., gelatin, GelMA, PEG diamine) were mixed with a reactive homobifunctional linear or 4-armed PEG crosslinker containing succinimidyl valerate (SVA)
Additive Manufacturing to Produce Stimuli-Responsive Materials and Devices

In this section, we highlight breakthroughs in AM that demonstrate utilization of stimuli-responsive materials whose function is unleashed post-printing. In this regard, stimuli-responsive build materials can pose a caveat to AM in that the activation of the material is to be avoided during the manufacturing and processing of the final product. Once complete, the device is rendered functional due to the specific input-output nature of the responsive constituents. A major challenge for the incorporation of stimuli-responsive materials into mainstream production has commonly been the time-intensive, multi-step fabrication processes to make functional objects. AM has the potential to rapidly evolve the capabilities of the industrial manufacturing processes and access complex functional, even multi-material, devices in a single step. Incorporation of stimuli-responsive materials within AM further catalyzes this growth, producing forms and functions not possible otherwise.

Shape memory polymers

Shape memory polymers (SMPs), as briefly introduced previously, have different initial (permanent) and programmable temporary geometries. Programming of a desired temporary shape is achieved by energy input to kinetically lock the material into a higher energy conformation. Upon exposure to an external stimulus, the material can overcome kinetic barriers, thus enabling a return to the “remembered” initial shape. The actuation that happens during this transition is called a shape memory effect (SME). Most SMPs are thermally-responsive polymers, however, a number of stimuli have been shown to elicit SMEs from many different materials. These phenomena are well-understood and have been thoroughly documented in various review articles previously. The 3D printing of SMPs has drawn considerable interest, as the control of complex geometries
combined with an added dimension of responsiveness can yield extraordinary degrees of functionality. The most widely printed SMP is PLA, which is commercially available and one of the two most popular materials (the other being ABS) for melt material extrusion (MME). Other SMPs that have been printed using MME include a PLA/hydroxyapatite composite and a commercially available polyurethane. Many other materials and printing methods have been reported as well, including several formulations of UV polymerizable inks and resins, block copolymer filaments, bioresins, and even powder bed fusion-printed shape memory alloys. The development of these 3D printable SMPs has spurred intensive growth in the fields of 4D printing, leading to research into areas such as active origami, in which 2D sheets are controllably folded into complex 3D shapes, and smart actuation, in which SMPs are used to create functional moving objects such as grippers and valves.

SMPs are excellent candidates for active origami, a method that enables functional and dynamic three-dimensional modalities by using self-folding 2D materials. Dickey and co-workers showed that the self-folding of 2D polystyrene films could be achieved easily through differential heating induced by black ink, transforming their flat sheets into 3D structures. Zolfagharian and co-workers expanded on this by making printed polystyrene actuators that also utilize the photothermal effect to enable controlled self-folding of their structures. Zhang and co-workers evaluated the autonomous programming that occurs during the MME printing of PLA. They showed pattern transformation in lattice structures and self-folding sheets by MME of PLA, optionally using composite sheets with a different coefficient of thermal expansion. As heat-shrinkable PLA is extruded from a nozzle, stress and strain are stored in the polymer as its relaxation is inhibited by its adhesion to either a build plate or previous PLA layers. As the polymer cools below its Tg this residual stress programs a temporary shape. Upon reheating, the polymer will assume its permanent shape as shown in Figure 5. Work by Dunn, Qi, and co-workers has significantly advanced the field by pioneering the use of multi-material photo-jetting to create functional folding materials. By 3D printing SMP fibers within an elastomer matrix, they demonstrated that a flat printed object could be outfitted with directionally controlled folding hinges. They described a theoretical model with design parameters of fiber dimensions, hinge length, programming strains, and temperatures to enable control of complex motions. Applying this model, they constructed a self-folding origami box, pyramid, and airplane. In a separate report, they demonstrated the jetting of a SMP/elastomer bilayer that stores strain to autonomously program a SME during printing. These works demonstrate the level of innovation possible for 3D printed SMP devices utilizing a single SMP material and clever design. For more complex devices, multi-responsive systems and advanced printing techniques are required. 3D printed SMP composite materials with dual stimuli responses have been presented by several groups. In one report, Leng and co-workers extruded a SMP ink with iron oxide nanoparticles interspersed throughout such that their device exhibited a SME when exposed to either heat or alternating magnetic fields. Chen and co-workers printed a photoresponsive polyurethane SMP composite by MME which uses photothermal activity of carbon black to activate the shape memory response, additionally showing potential for these materials downstream in printed electronics. In another report, Rodriguez and co-workers used material extrusion to print a conductive thermo-setting SMP composite epoxy resin that was responsive to temperature and indirectly to resistive heating. A unique feature of this material is that origami folds could be applied before fully thermosetting their resin, enabling their permanent shape to be 3D and their programmed (temporary) state to be a simple flat sheet or alternate 3D architecture.

With the advent of 3D printable SMPs, the dimension of time can now be used to autonomously manipulate 3D printed objects. This process is often called 4D printing and it can be used to construct devices that can respond on demand to perform a range of functions. One of the first reports of 4D printed functional objects was by Raviv and co-workers, who photo-jetted encapsulated hydrogel joints that could later be swelled to induce macroscopic bending. While not stimuli-responsive, this work has been expanded upon separately by various groups who have each used similar printing processes with SMPs to fabricate stimuli-responsive geometric changes. For example, Bettinger and co-workers embedded vascular structures into shape memory materials to enhance thermal diffusion and hence actuation rate. Applications in biomedical engineering have also inspired innovations, such as the work of Senatov and co-workers who evaluated biocompatible 3D printed SMP scaffolds for potential use as self-fitting bone implants. Liao and co-workers modelled and printed actuating SMP lattices and metamaterials, demonstrating potential biomedical and engineering...
Several groups have produced examples of smart actuating devices using a photo-jetting process. Photo-jetting, while having a higher barrier to entry than other AM technologies, is particularly qualified to meet the complexity demands of smart actuating devices. Liu and co-workers printed multi-stage responsive SMP structures by controlling the geometric thickness of their print, as well as self-morphing structures using multiple SMP materials. Dunn, Qi, and co-workers have demonstrated a variety of methods to control photo-jetted SMP devices. By varying the ratio of two SMP inks, they utilized seven different ink formulations with \( T_g \)’s that ranged from 31 to 64 °C for the cured materials. The different formulations enabled devices with sequential folding behaviour such as a self-locking box fabricated from a flat, 3D printed sheet of various SMPs. The temporally-controlled folding was used to correctly sequence folds to avoid collisions of segmented mobile parts and obviated the need for controlling thermal gradients within the device. In a subsequent report, they showed that two types of SMP fibers can be embedded into a 3D object with controlled geometries to create dynamic actuation profiles with changing temperature. The addition of a second SME was utilized to produce a flat-bent-flat actuation scheme and a device was fabricated to either pick up or release an object in water at a certain temperature threshold. While the off-on-off scheme is a significant improvement to normal SMP actuation patterns, it still does not solve the problem of having to manually program temporary shapes to achieve a repeated actuation. However, in a new device paradigm Dunn, Qi and co-workers recently printed reversibly actuating devices comprised of an SMP, a swellable hydrogel, and a flexible matrix material. The swelling force of the hydrogel acted as the straining force necessary to program the temporary shape of the SMP. When this force was removed by dehydration of the hydrogel, the SME guided recovery to the original shape. This actuation cycle was used to construct a reversible bench/ladder, actuating 2D lattices, and self-folding/unfolding flower.

These printing techniques highlight the practical functionality of SMP devices and the large potential for future improvements. To advance the field of 3D printed SMPs, improvements in design and modelling are needed to predict a priori the performance of SMP actuators and enable designers to fabricate devices with desired functionality. New custom materials should be developed to enable more complex and stronger actuations. Similarly, better methods of applying external stimuli such as photothermal, microwave, and joule heating, should be utilized to produce fast actuating structures necessary for real-world applications. Advances in large area printing should be pursued to allow for active origami structures with dramatic changes in size that are useful for deployable structures. Finally, new multi-material 3DP processes must be pioneered to allow for the combination of many types of stimuli responses in a single print. These techniques can be used to produce better SMP devices with reversible actuation schemes for repeated autonomous use, structures that are able to respond intelligently to their outside environment, and soft robots capable of locomotion.
Mechanochromic materials. Polymer mechanochemistry involves the transduction of macroscopic mechanical force into molecular levels of strain along a segment of a polymer backbone or network. This strain dictates geometric distortions in a mechanoresponsive moiety, or mechanophore, and modifies the potential energy surface to facilitate a chemical reaction. As a burgeoning field itself, there have been few examples of integration of mechanochemistry with other disciplines. Recently, Boydston and co-workers have demonstrated the MME printing of mechanochromic objects. They investigated a 3D printable custom PCL filament that contained mechanochromic spiropyran units in each polymer chain. When printed test specimens were mechanically strained (e.g., through tensile elongation or torsion), the molecular-level response was a force-driven conversion of the spiropyran mechanophores into a highly colored merocyanine isomer. Notably, the custom filament required very little spiropyran to cause a visible color change upon activation. Specifically, filaments with as little as 0.25 wt % spiropyran (ca. 1 spiropyran unit each, in one-tenth of the polymer chains) was found to give intense color changes in most test specimens. In one demonstration of multimaterial printing, the authors used dual extrusion to fabricate a series of force sensors that contained multiple mechanochromic PCL regions throughout the gauge region of the specimen. These PCL regions could be activated in a predictable fashion, with sequential activation requiring increased peak mechanical load. This work demonstrated that 3D printing custom mechanochromic materials provides an easy way to fabricate prototypes with variable geometries and spatially-defined mechanochromic regions.

This initial report on integrated mechanochemistry and AM highlighted several parameters that may be key to realizing other mechanoresponsive AM build materials. For example, the authors did not observe activation of the spiropyran during extrusion, neither in the filamentation nor printing. Although this would not have been detrimental since the spiropyran activates reversibly, other mechanophores may activate under demanding extrusion conditions. Additionally, the thermal stability of mechanophores must be considered when melt material extrusion is the targeted printing technique. For example, the authors specifically selected PCL for its low processing and printing temperatures. Finally, the high molar absorptivity of the merocyanine form (activated spiropyran) allowed for low (0.25 wt%) concentrations of mechanophore to be used. This caused essentially no changes in the physical properties of the PCL print material, which is an advantage that may not be enjoyed if higher concentrations of mechanophores are required. That is, printing with non-traditional polymer filaments is expected to require additional optimization.

Boydston and coworkers also incorporated a “flex-activated” mechanophore within vat photopolymerized materials. In these novel mechanophore systems, straightening of polymer chains under mechanical load increases the bond angles within the mechanophore inducing a cycloreversion reaction, such as retro Diels-Alder reaction, and thereby release of a small molecule such as furan. Boydston and coworkers utilized this small molecule release as a reporter molecule to quantitatively assess and compare strain distributions between different complex geometries. Due to the thermal instability of the oxanoborniadiene Diels-Alder adduct, AM and other manufacturing method that require heating would be unable to manufacture this material. Digital light processing (DLP) AM, a form of vat photopolymerization that uses a DLP projector to cure entire layers of material at once, was thereby used to print objects at room temperature. Different activation profiles were observed when compressing an octet truss versus a gyroid cube or 8D cubic lattice, suggesting the mechanophore could be used as molecular level strain probe for sensing the strain distribution differences generated by object geometry. Specifically, compression of printed octet truss unit cells, 8D cubic lattice, and gyroid lattice to 80% global strain increased the activation of the mechanophore to 3.1, 2.2, 2.5 times respectively compared to the uncompressed objects. The octet truss unit cells and gyroid lattice showed steep increase after 60% global compressive strain, whereas the 8D cubic lattice exhibited a linear activation profile, indicating clear differences in localized strain distribution within the different printed geometries. Downstream investigations may include designing mechanophores that can release small molecules and change colour at the same time upon activation, providing both quantitative and qualitative assessment of the strain distributions in complex geometries.

Photochromic and photoluminescent materials. Commercially, many photochromic filaments have recently become available. Photochromic molecules such as spiropyrans, spirooxazines, and diarylenes are potential candidates for the dyes that make the filament photochromic. Spiropyran, one of the more academically studied photoresponsive AM build materials. In this small molecule release as a reporter molecule to quantitatively assess and compare strain distributions between different complex geometries. Due to the thermal instability of the oxanoborniadiene Diels-Alder adduct, AM and other manufacturing methods that require heating would be unable to manufacture this material. Digital light processing (DLP) AM, a form of vat photopolymerization that uses a DLP projector to cure entire layers of material at once, was thereby used to print objects at room temperature. Different activation profiles were observed when compressing an octet truss versus a gyroid cube or 8D cubic lattice, suggesting the mechanophore could be used as molecular level strain probe for sensing the strain distribution differences generated by object geometry. Specifically, compression of printed octet truss unit cells, 8D cubic lattice, and gyroid lattice to 80% global strain increased the activation of the mechanophore to 3.1, 2.2, 2.5 times respectively compared to the uncompressed objects. The octet truss unit cells and gyroid lattice showed steep increase after 60% global compressive strain, whereas the 8D cubic lattice exhibited a linear activation profile, indicating clear differences in localized strain distribution within the different printed geometries. Downstream investigations may include designing mechanophores that can release small molecules and change colour at the same time upon activation, providing both quantitative and qualitative assessment of the strain distributions in complex geometries.
Recently, photoluminescent 3D printed materials have also started to become more commercially available. Wang and co-workers have recently developed vat photopolymerizable photoluminescent resins.\textsuperscript{12} Through dissolving photoluminescent dyes Rhodamine B, Solvent Yellow 98, and 2,5-bis(5-tert-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl) (BBOT) into their diethylene glycol diacrylate-based resins, they were able to make red, green, and blue resins for SLA/DLP printing. Wang and co-workers optimized printing parameters for these photoluminescent resins through cure depth studies, and surprisingly found that the presence of Solvent Yellow 98 in their resins significantly decreased the cure depth of the resin, even more so than BBOT, which absorbs in the spectrum of wavelength emission and was expected to compete significantly with the polymerization. They attributed this drop to the naphthalimide subunit of Solvent Yellow 98, which has been demonstrated to be an efficient free radical scavenger, and so its interaction with the resin was more detrimental than BBOT’s competition with the photoinitiator. Through these cure depth optimization studies, they successfully printed vases that photoluminesced under UV exposure using each of the dyes. These studies nicely demonstrate how photophysical responses (photoluminescent additives) can be combined with photochemically responsive materials (resins) to create exciting functional materials.

Kennedy and co-workers applied the fluorescent properties of lanthanide nanomaterials to melt material extrusion toward anti-counterfeiting applications.\textsuperscript{123} They produced a novel PLA-based thermoplastic containing 11 wt % lanthanide-aspartic acid nanoscale coordination polymers (Ln\textsuperscript{3+}-Asp NCs). A solution casting procedure was used to disperse the Ln\textsuperscript{3+}-Asp particles into the PLA, after which a custom extruder was used to produce the filament. By varying the lanthanide of the nanoscale coordination polymer between terbium and europium, they could make green or red UV-photoluminescing PLA filaments. Using these filaments, they then printed raised structure QR codes on premade melt material extruded base squares. These QR codes could then be photographed when photoluminescing under UV light, and tracked back to the base QR code transaction, combining digital accountability in the form of blockchain technology with physical anti-counterfeiting.

The interconnection between AM and medical fields has led to research into printing materials that mimic the behavior and physical properties of tissues and organs. Generating 3D printable tissue-like materials requires a constant advancement of not only the materials used, but also their stimuli response. Recently, Bayley and co-workers have made tissue-like materials consisting of synthetic cells printed using a water-in-oil droplet 3D printer.\textsuperscript{124} In an extension of this work, Booth and co-workers were able to incorporate a photoswitchable red fluorescent protein into their printed tissues.\textsuperscript{125} Upon exposure to blue light, the protein fluorescence turned to the ON state, and exposure to yellow light turned the protein to the OFF state. This reversible fluorescence was repeated for over 15 cycles. Using this protein, they used light to pattern and then reset fluorescence within their printed tissues, forming droplet shapes like an “X” and an “O”, each visible through a confocal fluorescence microscope. These materials are exciting candidates for applications that combine synthetic and living tissues. One potential application for these reversible and stimuli-responsive synthetic tissues could be used to interact or stimulate the activities of target cells and tissues within the body, such as targeting specific neuronal pathways.

Optomechanically responsive materials. Irradiation with broadband visible light can induce mechanical changes in 3D printed materials. For example, Shear and co-workers utilized microscopic dynamic mask-based 3D printing to fabricate protein-based hydrogels that underwent photoexpansion or photocontraction due to the interactions between light and the charges on photosensitizers and protein-based hydrogels.\textsuperscript{126} Unlike traditional synthetic polymers that are often inert to phototriggers used for biological applications, these protein-based hydrogels are highly functionalized and tunable for culturing and safely encapsulating cells in response to light. 3D printing these synthetic materials resulted in complex structures that could be used as microchambers capable of manipulating cells remotely. The photoexpansion and photocontraction gates of these microchambers were made of two different photosensitizer/protein-based hydrogel combinations (Figure 7).

One system used negatively charged Rose Bengal/Bovine serum albumin (RB/BSA). This RB/BSA combination could expand under green light and was used to create open pores that switched to a closed state after photoactivation. Positively charged methylene blue/lysozyme (MB/Lys) based printed materials, with the properties of photocontraction, were made as closed pores that opened upon photoactivation with red light. The controlled opening and closure of these gates facilitated cell motion within multiple hierarchical chambers in these microenvironments. The RB/BSA reagents were both negatively charged, while the MB/Lys were both positively charged.
charged, raising challenges in the ability to 3D print these two combinations of materials together. To print a combination of these materials, the first printed charged material had to be soaked into a reagent solution of the second material. If the second material was oppositely charged, this resulted in a decrease in the degree of photoresponsiveness of the final object due to charge perturbation. The researchers overcame this issue by printing the negatively charged RB/BSA material first, then incorporating the positively charged MB/Lys material, followed by rinsing the final printed structure with a low concentration of RB to restore the negative charge and photoexpansion capability of the RB/BSA material without influencing the photocantraction capacity of the secondary MB/Lys material.

**Figure 7.** Functional cell enclosures. The light-responsive properties of protein hydrogels can be used to corral and release bacterial populations within picoliter volumes. (a) P. aeruginosa cells swim through an open aperture in a RB/BSA structure (top left), and are then trapped by swelling the aperture closed with a 15 min exposure to light (top right). Bacteria divide at a normal rate to fill the cavity over ~8 h (bottom panels). The pink region in the top left panel shows the region of lower-density hydrogel. (b) RB and MB absorption spectra, and transmittance spectra of TRITC excitation and Texas Red emission filters, demonstrate the ability to excite these photosensitizers using distinct spectral components with only minor cross-talk. (c) A hybrid bacterial edifice composed of an RB/BSA pore (lower portion of image) and a MB/Lys pore (paired ovals) demonstrates the ability to sequentially close and open chambers to capture, grow, then dilute P. aeruginosa. Bacteria swim into a small antechamber through pore 1 (L1) in its open state, and are allowed to accumulate for a short period (left panel). Illumination of the edifice through a TRITC excitation filter causes swelling and transition of pore 1 to a closed state (1c) while the MB/Lys aperture, pore 2, remains in a closed state (2c), thereby restricting cells to a 0.3 μL chamber (middle panel). Following division over a period of 1 h, cells are released into a 4.3 μL chamber by illuminating the sample through a Texas Red emission filter to open the MB/Lys pore (2c; right panel). Bacteria in all images are false-colored green for visualization. Scale bars, 10 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref. 126. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

**Electroluminescent materials.** Quantum dot light emitting diodes (QD-LEDs) with electroluminescence properties can emit light upon applied voltage. Unfortunately, current manufacturing costs are still too high to produce objects with quantum dots on a large-scale. AM, with its ability to rapidly modify and change outputted structural designs, could be an attractive process toward reducing the costs of production of objects containing quantum dots. In addition, the incorporation of quantum dots into 3D printed objects could also give rise to 3D objects with unique optical properties, which could be beneficial toward applications such as anti-counterfeiting. MCAlpine and co-workers used melt material extrusion to fabricate and assemble layers of QD-LEDs, achieving fully 3D printed active multi-material electronic devices with diverse functions. The electroluminescence effects of these devices were finely tuned by varying the dispersion of QDs and the thickness of semiconducting layers. By combining the 3D scanning of topological surfaces and MEME, QD-LEDs could be fabricated on flexible curved surfaces, offering a new way to manufacture seamless interwoven electronic devices. This conformal printing technique scanned the geometry of a curved surface and merged the QD-LED component with scanned data in software to print the devices. This successful result shows the versatility of 3D printing and could be advantageous toward fabricating wearable devices and flexible displays on non-flat surfaces.

**Photoconductive transcription.** Using the water-in-oil droplet 3D printing approach developed by Bayley and co-workers, Booth, Bayley and co-workers incorporated a DNA promoter within printed cells that responded to light. In this way, they have been able to turn on the activation of specific genes through the use of this light-activated transcription promoter. They demonstrated this by placing a gene that controlled cell membrane porosity downstream from the transcription promoter. In the presence of light, the porosity of the cells that contained the DNA promoter was increased, enabling an increase in transfer of compounds such as dyes and ions for electrical signalling between cells. This thereby increased conductivity. With multi-material control over which cells contained the DNA, as well as control over which cells were illuminated via a photomask, they showed it was possible to direct where the stimuli response was present. In this way, they were able to fabricate functional neuronal transmission mimics in a controlled fashion. Further work by Booth and co-workers showed that by varying the amount of time of UV irradiation, they could vary the level of photoluminescent protein expression within their droplets. Downstream use of these materials could include incorporation into soft biodevices that are integrated with cellular tissue.
droplets and the large drop contain αHL pores. The large drop is impaled with an Ag/AgCl electrode. The magnified section illustrates the αHL pores in the bilayers around the αHL-containing droplets. (B) Photograph of a printed network with electrode-impaled drops placed on either end of the conductive pathway. The green droplets contain αHL, while the other droplets contain no protein. Scale bar, 500 μm. (C) Stepwise increase in the ionic current as measured in the configuration in (B), at 50 mV in 1 M KCl at pH 8.0. (D) Photograph of the network in (B), after separating one of the large drops and rejoining it onto the network away from the conductive pathway. Scale bar, 500 μm. (E) Selected portions of a single recording as measured in the configuration in (D) at 50 mV, showing transient increases in ionic current. From ref. 124. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Photothermally active materials. The photothermal effect is a phenomenon whereby heat is generated from the photoexcitation of materials. Photothermal differential heating between light and dark materials has been used as one of the ways to enable SMP actuation. For example, Nelson and co-workers reported a method to incorporate of MWCNTs into their hydrogels to afford photothermally active composite objects capable of actuation when irradiated with a near-infrared laser. In another example, McAlpine and co-workers investigated using the photothermal effect in ME hydrogel capsules as a means for drug delivery. The core of the capsules was comprised of nanoparticles with a biomolecular payload, and the shell was comprised of hydrogels functionalized with gold nanorods (AuNRs) (Figure 9). The AuNRs absorbed infrared light in the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelength ultimately leading to heat generation. The thermal energy caused the rupture of the capsules when illuminated, leading to the selective release of functional biomolecules. In this case, AM enabled the researchers to control the spatiotemporal distribution of the functional particles and create highly complex structures. For example, 3D arrays of capsules were directly printed in transparent hydrogel matrices with cylindrical or cubic shapes to form hierarchical structures. These differences in shapes and hierarchical structures could be used in future applications to control the kinetic profile of payload delivery.

Piezoelectric and piezoresistive materials. Advancements in the additive manufacturing of electronics have led to a number of functional conductive devices, which includes a number of piezoelectric and piezoresistive materials. Piezoelectrics transform mechanical stimuli into electrical charge or voltage, whereas piezoresistive materials increase in resistance. A converse piezoelectric effect is also capable of stretching or compressing a material in response to an ambient electrical field. 3D printing can facilitate the fabrication of 3D-structured piezoelectric polymer composites. Kim and co-workers developed piezoelectric materials by crosslinking acrylate-functionalized barium titanate (BTO) nanoparticles within a polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) matrix via digital projection vat photopolymerization. The mechanical-to-electrical conversion efficiency of materials containing the crosslinker modified nanoparticles was ten times greater than that of the material with unmodified nanoparticles. This opens up the potential to use these materials toward applications that involve highly-ordered 3D piezoelectric devices utilized in acoustic production, energy harvesting, and microbalancing.
Another example of the use of additive manufacturing to create piezoelectric devices comes from the work of Woodward and co-workers.\textsuperscript{144} By incorporating piezoelectric ceramic components into an acrylate based microstereolithographic resin, Woodward and co-workers printed the green bodies of their structures with complex geometries. These green bodies were then gradually heated to 600 °C, and then kept at that temperature for one hour to pyrolyze all of the organic components in their objects. Shrinkage was visible in the structures after sintering, with a shrinkage of 25.4% occurring perpendicular to the layers and a shrinkage of 24.0% in line with the layers. This difference in shrinkage is due to the inherent anisotropy of layer-by-layer printing methods. The piezoelectric performance of samples made through this method were comparable to those made by other more conventional methods, though the remnant polarization of the printed compounds was slightly lower, and the coercive field slightly higher, likely due to the increased porosity of objects. Ceramics prepared in this method had an anisotropic piezoelectric modulus, or $d_{33}$, based on the direction of testing. The piezoelectric modulus, a measure of the volume change when an electric field is applied, was lower in the direction perpendicular to the printed layers. This effect could be useful in piezoelectric arrays by decreasing the cross-coupling between array elements.

Leigh and co-workers reported the MME of a conductive, piezoresistive composite termed carbomorph.\textsuperscript{145} Using polycaprolactone as the base polymer, they added in 15 wt % of carbon black as a conductive filler and then filamentized the material. They used this composite filament to print strain sensors and human-interface-devices (HIDs) that could measure the change in resistance in response to flexing of the material. Adding more carbon black to the polymer would increase the conductivity of the material, and generally 25% of a filler is needed to turn an insulating material into non-insulating. Unfortunately, an inherent limitation to this printing system was that adding more than 15% of the carbon black to the PCL made the material unable to pass through the nozzle of the filament printer. Nevertheless, the demonstration showcases some of the potential in this area.

Kim and co-workers used melt material extrusion process to fabricate multifaxial force sensors using thermoplastic polyurethane filament containing carbon nanotubes (CNT/TPU).\textsuperscript{146} Using a shear melting process to disperse the nanotubes into the thermoplastic polyurethane, they achieved good dispersion of the nanoparticles without agglomeration. Using a dual head extruder, they printed multifaxial force sensors with a minimal amount of CNT/TPU sensing regions. Force applied in x, y, and z directions could be detected repeatably with the sensor. This could be useful for potential downstream applications such as real-time patient movement monitoring during rehabilitation processes. The use of a polyurethane elastomer-based filament enabled a wider deformation range than possible with other thermoplastics like PCL. Some dynamic response was lost, however, because of the viscoelasticity of the material, and some hysteresis was present in repeated cycling.

With a newly developed technique, referred to as embedded 3DP, Lewis and co-workers fabricated a stretchable electronic strain sensor.\textsuperscript{147} Their embedded 3DP technique uses ink or fluid that is deposited and encapsulated within a vat of viscous, elastomeric matrix resin. The matrix resin is then cured using UV light, producing a monolithic part. Lewis and co-workers embedded conductive carbon grease, which contains particles of carbon black suspended in silicone oil, within an elastomeric matrix. The resulting printed object was a highly stretchable piezoresistive device in which the resistance of the conductive ink layer was increased when stretched. By modifying print speeds, it was found that sensors printed at a higher speed showed a smaller cross-sectional area, and that these sensors displayed a greater overall change in resistance. Samples printed at 4 mm/s had an initial resistance of 60 ± 3 kΩ and an overall change in resistance of 300 kΩ at 100% tensile strain. Samples printed at 1 mm/s, resulting in a larger cross-sectional area, had an initial resistance of 11 ± 2 kΩ and overall change in resistance of 50 kΩ at 100% strain. While the change in resistance can be tuned in this manner, it is limited by the loss in print definition that comes with samples printed at slower speeds. The authors also noted the presence of hysteresis in their electrical performance under cycling. This hysteresis is caused by the differences in time-scales between stretching of the object and flow of the embedded ink, resulting in disruption of the polymer network at high strains. Following the breakthrough of stretchable printed electronics, one might envision further tuning of the materials and process to achieve optimized devices suitable for long-term use.

Recently, Lewis and co-workers expanded and applied their embedded 3DP technique in combination with surface mounting of electronic components to produce a hybrid method of printing to create soft electronics.\textsuperscript{149}
In a separate approach, Kramer and co-workers designed a novel material extrusion printer to produce all-printed stretchable electronics. An elastomeric matrix was extrusion printed as base for the device and patterned conductive layers of a liquid metal slurry were then sprayed onto the elastomer base before being mechanically sintered at room temperature to create conductive paths via automated tapping. Finally, another elastomer layer was extrusion printed around the conductive liquid metal to encapsulate and seal the device. The liquid metal slurry contained densely packed microparticles of Gallium-indium alloy (eGaIn), which forms a thin oxide layer in the presence of oxygen. This oxide layer is electrically insulating. Without activation of the deposited liquid metal with tapping, inducing rupture of the shell between the particles, the sprayed particles would not produce a conductive path. This printing method resulted in stretchable, flexible electronic devices, including piezoresistive pressure and strain sensors. Printing these devices on muslin fabric showed the future potential of these materials toward wearable electronics. The maximum elongation of the elastomeric device was greater than that of the fabric, indicating that the device would not limit the range of motion of the end user. One limitation to this novel printing method is the long cure time of the elastomer materials, 6 h at room temperature, or 2 h with a 60 °C heating bed.

In another example of AM of piezoresistive strain sensors, Kim and co-workers ME a piezoresistive composite material to create functional devices. Using a polystyrene-polysoprene-polystyrene (SIS) linear polymer base, they incorporated amine-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes and 2D graphene oxide nanoparticles. The amine functionalization enabled the carbon nanotubes to be confined to the surfaces of the graphene oxides via anchoring onto negatively charged carrier components and working electrodes. A combination of silicone elastomer and removable Pluronic support layers were also extruded in a controlled fashion using four parallel nozzle heads. In this way, McAlpine and co-workers fabricated the complete sensor, consisting of four different types of material, in a continuous printing process. When testing the piezoresistive behaviour of these devices, the resistance of the device was found to decrease 12-fold under increasing pressures from 100 to 500 kPa. The devices showed negligible hysteresis and consistent responses for over one hundred cycles. Impressively, a device printed in this way was attached above the radial artery of an end user and used to monitor the physical force of a pulse in real time. The tactile sensor was worn for three consecutive days, and the sensing behavior remained unchanged. Additionally, McAlpine and co-workers used reverse engineering of a hand model to print devices directly onto a fingertip.

**Materials with molecular recognition.** The ability to print objects that include a level of molecular recognition could facilitate any number of interesting applications such as 3D printed bioassays, gas sensors, and wearable biological monitors. By extruding graphene oxide using a controllable liquid meniscus, Kim and co-workers extruded free-standing 3D reduced graphene oxide nanowires. These nanowires were conductive, able to withstand strains upwards of 340% with little variation in electrical resistance, and maintained conductivity when stretched to 150% strain for over 120 cycles. The resistance of reduced graphene oxide is generally dominated by the presence of dominantly charged carrier holes. Kim and co-workers took advantage of this to make a transducer gas sensor for CO using the nanowires within printed devices. The CO being adsorbed into the nanowires resulted in a decrease of holes and thereby a decrease in resistance of the conductive material. They correlated the concentration of CO to the degree of change in resistance of the reduced graphene oxide nanowires.

Chemiluminescence is another example of chemically induced stimuli response that has been integrated with AM. Using DLP AM vat photopolymerization, Marquette and co-workers incorporated chemiluminescent enzymes within printed hydrogel and acrylate plastic networks. The enzymes responded to glucose and luminol, and in the presence of both emitted light. Using multiple vats of different resins, they controlled where the luminescence occurred based on the presence, or lack of, these compounds and enzymes within the printed multi-materials. They were also able to print interesting geometries that exemplified the ability to control response and chemiluminescence (Figure 11). For example, they printed propellers that could rotate freely on their axis and showed that in a solution containing the necessary substrates such as high porosity paper, nylon, poly(vinylidene fluoride), and polytetrafluoroethylene.
chemical triggers, they could increase luminescence on the propellers with increased rotation speed, as faster rotation resulted in higher mixing and more contact between the enzymes and the chemical triggers in solution. In a continuation of this work, Marquette and co-workers also printed in complex fanciful ball geometries using the same chemiluminescent enzymes, even showing the ability to separate the enzymes into different halves of the ball, localizing the luminescence to only one half of the ball. Additionally, Marquette and co-workers incorporated an alkaline phosphatase enzyme into their vat photopolymerized hydrogel geometries, enabling in-situ calcification of their PEG hydrogels in the presence of calcium chloride and α-D-glucose-1-phosphate.

Figure 11. CAD design of four complex 3D hydrogel objects entrapping both horseradish peroxidase and glucose oxidase: (1) fanciful ball, (2) 3D pixel, (3) propeller, and (4) fluidic multicomponent object. Chemiluminescent images (3 min integration) were obtained in the presence of glucose 100 mM, luminol 220 mM, Veronal buffer 30 mM, KCl 30 mM, pH 8.5. Reprinted with permission from ref. 154. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

Using methacrylated alginate (AA-MA), lonov and co-workers fabricated 4D shape morphing hydrogel tubes using ME. After extruding and photocrosslinking the AA-MA, the printed films of polymer would swell and self-fold into the shape of a tube. In the presence of calcium ions, the alginate would bind to the calcium, creating ionic crosslinks, causing the polymer to deswell and lose its folded shape. Using ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), the calcium ions could be removed from the polymer, enabling the films to swell again and return to their tubular swollen state. By varying the print parameters and percent methacrylate of their hydrogel inks, lonov and co-workers were able to vary the shell thickness and inner diameter of the self-folding tubes. In this way they were able to achieve diameters as small as 20 μm, comparable in size to the smallest blood vessels, such as capillaries. In addition to their shape morphing response to calcium, the AA-MA gels were also biocompatible with cell viability maintained for 7 days.

Zhao and co-workers used living cells as responsive units in photocrosslinked ME printed logic gates and wearable sensors. They use hydrogels containing multiple programmed bacterial cells. Specifically, they microextruded complex self-supporting geometries such as a cuboid, a pyramid, and a dome. Additionally, by printing multiple chemicals and chemical sensing programmed cells, they were able to replicate logic gates in which the cells responded to the presence or lack of one or more chemical inputs, such as Rham, αTc AHL, and IPTG. This resulted in a controlled and measurable response, production, or disappearance, of green fluorescent protein and thereby triggered changes in photoluminescence. In addition to creating Boolean logic gates, they measured the living characteristic of these responsive materials by visually tracking the spatial distribution of fluorescence over time. Visualizing this spatiotemporal responsive patterning could help program living material responses to chemical diffusion in the future.

Finally, Zhao and co-workers printed a biosensing tattoo, in which three different programmed cell bioinks were used to print three discrete regions: one that responded to Rham, one to AHL, and one to IPTG. In the presence of any of these chemical inducers on the skin, fluorescence was produced in the correct portion of the tattoo, showing the potential for these printed living devices for wearable biosensors.

Other promising areas of chemical recognition, while not stimuli-responsive, have begun to be integrated with AM. For example, Baker and co-workers used DLP AM vat photopolymerization to encapsulate monoxygenase enzymes into a hydrogel matrix to enable methane to methanol conversion within a 3D printed object. The enzymes retained 100% activity in the objects, without the energy and metabolic upkeep that would be required for a whole-cell based process. This could facilitate use of these 3D printing structures toward industrial methane-to-methanol conversion processes downstream, as well as future exploration into other gas-liquid biocatalysis reactions.

Thermo-responsive materials. 4D printing of hydrogels is an exciting area of study toward the development of smart materials. Temperature-sensitive hydrogels are particularly interesting as they undergo a reversible volume transition through a coil-to-globule transition of the network strands, enabling actuation. Many researchers have used this thermal-sensitivity to enable or enhance the ability to 3D print these materials, as discussed in the first half of this review. Work has also been done to 3D print these smart materials where a thermally-sensitive shape change, distinct from a shape memory effect, is generated in the final 3D printed object. For example, Spinks and co-workers showed they could achieve actuation in printed alginate/poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIpAAm) ionic covalent entanglement (ICE) gels. PNIpAAm acted as both the thermally-sensitive trigger for actuation and the toughening agent making these gels mechanically robust. The gels were printed using a 3D-
Bioplotter system coupled with UV curing, and monomer inks with a constant amount of alginate, covalent crosslinker, and UV initiator, as well as varying concentrations of NiPAAm monomer. After printing and UV curing, the team used the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of NiPAAm (≈ 32-35 °C) to make valves that are open below the LCST (20 °C), but close upon heating past that critical temperature (experimentally demonstrated at 60 °C). After their initial work, Spinks and co-workers further went on to show how functional hydrogel devices could be made through multi-material 3D printing of multiple inks to form tough composite gels, as well as hydrogel objects with thermostensitive hinges and artificial muscles.164-166

Following this initial nozzle-based 3D printing work, Lee and co-workers also made alginate/PNiPAAm ICE based thermally-sensitive structures using projection based micro-stereolithography.167 With layer resolutions as small as 40 μm, they used differences in layer thickness, light intensity, and crosslinker concentrations to modify the anisotropic swelling of the resulting printed objects. By varying alginate and ionic monomer concentrations they were also able to modify the critical temperature and the elastic modulus of the gels, respectively. More research on these materials may show them to be useful toward load bearing applications.

Thermo-responsive 4D printing can also be accessed using liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs). Ware and co-workers used the shear of material extrusion printing with an LCE-containing ink to align the liquid crystals into an ordered nematic phase along the print path.168 This oriented ink can then be polymerized and locked into place with UV light. Heating the resulting printed structure transitions the liquid crystals from a nematic phase to a randomly oriented isotropic phase, triggering a reversible contraction around 40% in a simple uniaxial actuator. In a striking contrast to SMPs, this mode of shape change offers many unique and complex responses as the printing path dictates how a device actuates.

Liang and co-workers made crosslinked hydrogel bilayers that actuate under both heat and near-infrared light through ME.169 The hydrogel inks used in ME were comprised mainly of NiPAAm, with nanofibrillated cellulose added to increase crosslink density and decrease hydrogel mobility, graphene oxide added to enable photothermal heating, and nanoclay added to increase actuation.170,171 The hydrogel inks, containing a peroxide radical initiator and amine catalyst, were first extruded onto a glass slide, and then placed under a vacuum atmosphere at 25 °C for 24 h, enabling in situ free radical polymerization of the printed objects. Upon heating, or photothermal heating from a near-infrared laser, the swollen printed objects underwent actuation. The incorporation of AM with these actuating hydrogels enabled more intelligent actuator design, in which Liang and co-workers controlled how the printed discs folded.

Self-healing materials. Self-healing and self-reinforcing polymers are widely sought for their ability to return or improve upon their initial material properties in response to stimuli such as mechanical deformation, fracture, and heat.172,36 Self-healing capabilities are motivated by the promise of enhanced lifetimes and endured strength even under multiple mechanical loads. Based on initial work in material extrusion and assembly of vascular networks done by Lewis and co-workers, Lewis, Sottos and co-workers reported 3D printing of self-healing materials.173, 174 They created 3D vascularized structures containing dicyclopentadiene monomer within an epoxy matrix containing solid particles of Grubbs 1st-generation catalysts. Upon cracking of the epoxy matrix, the monomer from the vascular networks filled the void spaces made within the damaged material. Once in contact with the entrapped catalyst, the monomer was polymerized to heal the crack.174 Continuing with this concept of vascularized networks, Lewis, Sottos and co-workers further made a self-healing material with vascular networks containing separate components of a two-component epoxy resin.175 Upon propagation of a crack within the material, the two components would wick into the crack and come into contact, resulting in polymerization of the epoxy and healing of the material. While healing efficiencies of over 60% in 16 cycles were achieved, a major limitation determined through this system was that diffusion alone was not sufficient for effective healing in the two-part vascular system. Lewis, Sottos, and co-workers then moved to an active mixing approach.176 Samples were initially loaded into a four-point bend geometry, and then put under load until a crack had formed at a specified scored point in the substrate, and material from the vascular networks had filled the space due to capillary forces. After crack formation, the matrix was loaded into cyclic flexural testing for 50 cycles, enhancing the mixing of the two components in the crack plane. Then, the material was heated at 30 °C for 48 h, resulting in curing in the areas where the epoxy resin had mixed. This same process of crack formation and cyclic flexural testing was then conducted again, controlling the cracking to be at the same specified location. The process was repeated for 30 cycles for each specimen, and a total of eight specimens. Through this process, they showed that the material maintained healing capabilities for over 30 cycles at the same location, retaining a healing efficiency of roughly 50% after the 30th cycle. While this system mitigated the slow rate of diffusion, the need for slow active mixing, and slow ambient curing of the self-healing materials with the crack plane may need to be addressed depending upon desired applications. Active pumping of healing agent to the crack plane may extend the healing cycles.176 Further work by Lewis and co-workers helped mitigate these limitations by adding a third, thermal regulating vascular network into the material (Figure 12).177 With this approach, a heated liquid could provide localized heating, enabling faster curing of the epoxy and amine hardeners within the damage site.
Li and co-workers used double-network (DN) hydrogels containing both ionic and covalent crosslinks to achieve material extrusion of self-healing strain sensors. They synthesized a physically and thermally reversible double-network based on the polysaccharide \( \kappa \)-carrageenan and polyacrylamide (PAAm) and characterized its self-healing behaviour. Through material extrusion of a heated pregel solution, followed by UV irradiation for 1 h, complex geometries such as a hollow triangular prism, a hollow cube, and tensile dogbone samples were printed. Storing cut printed tenseile samples in polyethylene bags in a 90 °C water bath for 20 min resulted in healing and 92% recovery of elastic modulus and 85% recovery in energy dissipation. The \( \kappa \)-carrageenan/PAAm DN hydrogels showed good electrical conductivity, and so resistance tests were also conducted that showed increase in resistivity with strain. A strain sensor was made by encapsulating the hydrogel in acrylic tape to prevent evaporation of water from the hydrogel and was used to monitor human motion in real time.

Xing and co-workers also used a DN hydrogel approach to achieve self-healing and piezoresistive material extrusion-based printed materials. They did so using polypyrrole (PPy) grafted to a double-bond decorated chitosan (DCh) with pendant methacrylate groups, forming a DCh-PPy base gel. This DCh-PPy base gel was then chemically polymerized with poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) in the presence of ferric ions. When the hydrogel was cut into two halves and the pieces brought back into contact, self-healing occurred immediately under ambient conditions. After 30 s, 90% electrical recovery of conductivity was observed, and complete mechanical recovery was visible after 2 min. They ascribed the fast recovery time to dynamic interactions between PAA and PPy functional groups at the cut area, enabling migration of ferric ions between the two sides. Through applying compression to their printed objects, both the conductivity and resistance increased with increased pressure, likely because of the decrease in distance between conductive particles. The objects show good response to cyclic loading when taken repeatedly to compressive strains of 25 and 50%. Notably, the printing process necessary to make these functional materials required multiple steps. Firstly, the hydrogel was extruded onto an APS-containing gelatin membrane sacrificial layer, then this printed layer was placed onto a thin layer of PDMS. Hot water was used to remove the gelatin, releasing the APS initiator and resulting in a secondary solidification, and finally the DN hydrogel was encapsulated with another layer of PDMS. Through this process, they printed a sensor to monitor human motion in real time in conjunction with an application they developed for a smartphone.

Cheng and co-workers also used polysaccharide-based hydrogels to create self-healing, dynamic materials. They use Monoamine oxidase B to deaminate benzylamine-functionalized PEG. The corresponding benzaldehyde functionalized PEG after deamination can be crosslinked with amine-containing polysaccharides and proteins such as glycol chitosan and gelatin to form Schiff bases as dynamic bonds. Cheng and co-workers showed that these gels could be extruded, with potential for 3D printing, and that a gel disc could heal from a complete cut in ambient temperature when incubated for 12 h. Connal and co-workers similarly use benzaldehyde functionalized poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) and ethylenediamine to form self-healing gels with dynamic Schiff base crosslinks, and successfully printed structures using ME. Their gels show 98% recovery from mechanical damages after 12 min in ambient temperature, with thicker printed structures recovering after 1 h.

**pH-Dependent Swelling.** Melt material extrusion has certain material requirements in order for printing to be successful. The material must be filamentized, generally needs to be linear so that it can melt and flow at high temperatures, have structural integrity when below melt temperature, and have low surface roughness. These requirements have often made the melt extrusion of materials such as hydrogels, and specifically stimuli-responsive hydrogels, not possible, as crosslinking is necessary for the material to be useful. Connal and co-workers have circumvented these limitations through post-crosslinking of their pH-responsive material after filament printing. Through blending of poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) (which exhibits a globule-to-coil transition upon protonation below pH 4.0) and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene, a filament was made and melt extruded into 3D objects. These 3D structures were then post-crosslinked through quaternizing the nitrogen centers of the P2VP to create pH-responsive swellable objects. Future applications of these hydrogel objects could include use as membrane polymers and valves.
Magnetorheological. The use of magnetic particles and magnetic fields in 3D printing processes has the potential to increase the level of control and complexity of outputted 3D objects. Studart and co-workers showed an exciting example of this with the use of magnetic fields in the 3D printing of multi-material compositions to control orientation of anisotropic particles. This compositional control, termed by the group as 5D printing, enabled modulation of the mechanical properties and physical responses of printed objects and devices. Recently, Li and co-workers reported the first example of a 3D printed magnetorheological elastomer. Magnetorheological elastomers are a class of smart materials in which damping and elastic properties can be altered by the presence of a magnetic field through the incorporation of ferrous particles into the composite matrix. Li and co-workers used a multi-material extruder printer coupled with UV laser to extrude a carbonyl iron powder/silicone grease mix and encase it within a UV-curable elastomer. They then showed that rheological changes in stiffness, viscous damping coefficient, and peak stress were all increased in the presence of a magnetic field at multiple strain rates. As these materials are made through the incorporation of a viscous fluid within an elastomer, they are known as hybrid fluid-elastomeric magnetorheological materials. The presence of a high viscosity fluid within the elastomer allowed for higher damping capabilities in these printed objects than in existing magnetorheological elastomeric materials. Further exploration by Li and co-workers into the effect of shearing mass and input acceleration suggests that coupling of these factors with magnetic fields may result in even better active vibration control.

Conclusions

This review summarizes the recent advancements in AM enabled by stimuli and AM of stimuli-responsive constructs. Stimuli-responsive materials serve an important role in AM to both enable printing of 3D objects and introduce stimuli-responses downstream of printing. Functional materials for AM are a rapidly expanding field, as represented by the fact that over fifty of the references reported in this review are from the last year alone. Despite the advances in the field, there are still inherent limitations to many AM processes. For example, MME still primarily relies upon linear polymers, and is also prone to defects stemming from lamination issues and differential heating that can lead to a decline in mechanical properties when compared to traditional manufacturing techniques such as injection molding. Incorporation of self-healing, dynamic crosslinking, and self-reinforcing materials into processes like MME could reduce or remove these limitations, while maintaining the benefits of AM such as freedom in object design.

AM of stimuli-responsive materials will enable applications and devices not previously possible. The rate of advancement in fields such as wearable electronics is steadily increasing. This can already be seen in the number of strain, tactile, and force sensors printed within the last year with ease through a multitude of AM processes. Personalized medicine becomes one step closer to reality through AM of stimuli-responsive materials. Photothermally-responsive drug capsules can be printed and modified with ease to help control delivery release and speed. Developments in the AM of organ-on-a-chips can give more insight into an organ’s response to certain chemicals and stimulants, and responsive implant, stent, and suture designs using SMP’s can enable self-fitting devices to reduce surgery and recovery time. Advances in AM of mechanoresponsive and self-healing materials can help visualize and counter the stress on materials in engineering applications, helping to improve their design and overall lifetime.

Despite all of these advances, there is still a lot of room to grow. Just as an AM method can limit the incorporation of stimuli-responsive materials downstream, so too can the extent of available stimuli-responsive materials limit AM. With continued research in increasing the toolbox of printable shear-thinning, thermoresponsive, self-healing, photoresponsive, and other stimuli-responsive materials, AM processes continue to be improved. As researchers begin to develop and expand this library of accessible stimuli-responsive materials and AM methods, it will be exciting to see how these materials begin to be used towards dynamically responsive objects with multiple stimuli-responses. Complex, responsive, and smart material fabrication is necessary for advancements in manufacturing to continue to match our advancements in computation and theoretical design. AM and stimuli-responsive materials can break the barrier between our imaginations and reality.
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